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__________________________________________________________________ 

PLEASE NOTE: This alert notifies affected customers about increased risk due to current attacks on 

their web applications, specifically where new advanced malware variants are involved. 

Insights from IBM Trusteer Research 
IBM Security Trusteer researchers report that the operators of the Nymaim Trojan have recompiled its 

source code with the Gozi ISFB source code, creating a hybrid malware that is being actively used in 

attacks against U.S. bank customers. IBM Trusteer has coined this new hybrid “Goznym”. 

Campaign Status 

The Goznym Trojan hybrid is presently active in a wide attack campaign targeting U.S. banks, credit 

unions, a popular e-wallet, and the top e-commerce site in the U.S. A campaign trend-line of attack 

detection shows significant peaks in relevant Gozi activity, which is the Goznym component used in the 

online fraud attacks (see Figure 1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: 30-Day Attack Detection Trend per Relevant Gozi Activity Signatures (Source: IBM Trusteer) 
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97% - United States

  3% - Canada

From the Configuration File 

The Goznym hybrid’s configuration file is presently focused on the U.S., targeting banks, credit unions, 

and e-commerce in the U.S., alongside two financial institutions based in Canada. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Goznym Target Geo per URL Count (Source: IBM Trusteer) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Goznym Targets per URL Type (Source: IBM Trusteer) 

 

 

What’s New Here? 

IBM Trusteer research has uncovered an unprecedented code merge of Gozi ISFB and the Nymaim 

downloader Trojan. The merge, which resulted in a hybrid malware code, is actual code embedding 

and recompilation of parts of the two source codes into one. 

How has this become possible? Gozi ISFB’s source code was leaked twice in the past few years. The 

first leak took place in 2010 when the original source code was unintentionally leaked by one of Gozi’s 

developers. The second leak took place in late 2015, when a modified ISFB was compromised. On the 

Nymaim side, the only group known to possess Nymaim’s source code is the original developers’ team. 

Hence, the most likely scenario is that the Nymaim team obtained the ISFB code and successfully 

merged it with their own malware to create a combination Trojan for financial fraud attacks. 

  

28% - Business Banking

27% - Credit Unions

22% - Ecommerce

17% - Retail Banking

  6% - Others
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Internally, Gozi and Nymaim work like a double-headed beast, inter-operating Trojan calls and 

commands to infect and control the infected endpoint, and leveraging the Gozi component to steal 

credentials and manipulate online banking sessions. 

Goznym is aggressively attacking online banking users in the U.S., losses reported by banks have 

amounted to millions of dollars within a matter of days. 

About The Threat 

The Nymaim malware has been active in the wild since around mid-2013. This is a two-stage malware 

dropper that infiltrates computers through exploit kits, for the most part, and then executes the second 

stage of its payload once it is already on the machine. This malware inherently uses two executables 

for the infection routine. In the case of the new Goznym hybrid, Nymaim is the first executable 

launched, it then launches Gozi ISFB as the second stage of the malware deployment. 

The Nymaim Trojan is stealthy, persistent, and uses heavy obfuscation techniques via encryption, anti-

VM and anti-research capabilities, to thwart automated analysis and AV detection. Its connection with 

banking Trojans debuted in Q4-2015, when it started fetching and deploying the Gozi Trojan on 

infected machines it infiltrated. Up until then, Nymaim was almost exclusively recognized as a 

ransomware dropper. 

The malware is believed to be operated by one group, and developed on an ongoing basis by what 

appears to be the same developer(s). The Trojan has a global reach, and it has been part of 

ransomware attacks on users in Europe, North America, and South America, for the most part. 

The hybrid concept of Goznym leverages Nymaim’s strength as an infector and powerful launcher for 

other malware, along with Gozi’s capabilities as an advanced banking Trojan. 

Infection Vectors 

Nymaim has a rather diverse past when it comes to infection vectors. From leveraging blackhat SEO, 

to the web-server malware DarkLeech, and to drive-by downloads via exploit kits, Nymaim is typically 

either fetched by other malware, like the Pony loader, for example, or – is itself the one executing other 

malicious codes. In 2015, Nymaim was detected in spam campaigns originating from the Dridex 

botnets infrastructure, hinting to its likely origins in Eastern Europe and links to other cybercrime gangs 

operating from that region. 

In current campaigns detected by IBM Trusteer research, the Goznym hybrid is being ushered in by the 

Pony loader, which is delivered via email spam. Recent Goznym infection attempts show that the Pony 

loader itself is hidden in poisoned Word documents, launched into action once unwitting users enable 

macros1 in the document. Goznym is not the only malware delivered by Pony. The Pony loader team 

has been quite active in facilitating malware infection campaigns for different cybercrime groups in the 

past year. 

On the Gozi side, the malware’s v2 fraud capabilities allow it to alter web sessions and trick users into 

divulging authentication details via web-form grabbing and social engineering. 

                                                
1 Due to the prevalence of macro-based attacks, Microsoft plans to introduce new controls in 2016 to disable macros in documents 
downloaded from the Internet. 

http://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/dridex-gang-gets-locky-with-new/
http://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/dridex-gang-gets-locky-with-new/
https://appdevelopermagazine.com/3732/2016/3/10/Report-Highlights-How-Cyber-Criminals-Move-Their-Infrastructure-to-Avoid-Detection/
https://appdevelopermagazine.com/3732/2016/3/10/Report-Highlights-How-Cyber-Criminals-Move-Their-Infrastructure-to-Avoid-Detection/
http://www.computerworld.com/article/3047249/security/microsoft-adds-macros-lockdown-feature-in-office-2016-in-response-to-increasing-attacks.html
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Gozi’s fraud tactics are enabled through: 

 Browser hooking 

 Cookie theft 

 Form grabbing 

 Web injections 

 Redirection and session manipulation 

 Screen capture grabbing 

The most common fraud scenario for Gozi v2 is account takeover (ATO), where the fraudster starts a 

banking session from his own device. In the Goznym attacks, the configuration calls for injection into 

the home page of LogMeIn, a remote desktop tool that allows for user-grade control of the endpoint, if 

enabled. While it is not entirely clear in this case, Goznym’s operators may be using LogMeIn as a way 

to perform fraud directly from the infected device. 

Malware IOCs 

Relevant Sample MD5 

 Dropper – Stage 1 

o 2A9093307E667CDB71884ECC1B480245 

 Malware – Stage 2: 

o F652FF6F745AC302E7067E5A347BB644 

o B954391BC225C662D4720BC8AE5F95CC 

o 0058B5A2CBF64B536EA15C390E60DE20 

o 58D893C9074233D83AE694A180A28D01 

 

AV Detection Aliases 

Goznym is not presently detected as such by any anti-virus software. Current aliases from top AV 

vendors detect the dropper’s executable sample as: 

 Win32/TrojanDownloader.Nymaim.BA 

 Trojan.Win32.Agent.iitg 

 RDN/Generic Downloader.x 
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Top Banking Malware – Global Perspective 

The chart in Figure 4 lists the most prolific banking malware families in 2016 YTD, per attack volume. 

Goznym is not part of the top ten at this time. It is worth noting that malicious activity attributed to the 

Gozi Trojan has climbed from fourth rank to third as of March 2016. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Top Attacking Trojan Families Per WW Attack Volume – 2016 YTD 

 

 

Current Protection Status for This Threat 
IBM® Security Trusteer Rapport® – Updated to prevent Goznym fraud on customer endpoints. 

IBM® Security Trusteer Pinpoint™ Malware Detection – (Active detection and Passive in some customer 

deployments. PPMD detects this version as Goznym). 

IBM® Security Trusteer Pinpoint™ Criminal Detection – Updated to detect ATO of Goznym infected victims.  

IBM® Security Trusteer Apex™ Advanced Malware Protection– Up to date. 

All IBM Trusteer products versions are updated in real time and able to detect and stop Goznym’s 

malicious activity in the web browser, on endpoints, and via ATO facilitated by Goznym, providing 

customers with effective protection against this threat. 

  

24% - Neverquest

20% - Dridex

16% - Gozi

13% - Zeus2

10% - Tinba

  5% - Z-Berp

  4% - Ramnit

  4% - Gootkit

  4% - Rovnix
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About IBM® Security Trusteer® Solutions 
With IBM® Security Trusteer® solutions, financial organizations gain access to a real-time malware 

intelligence network that provides insight into fraudster techniques and capabilities. This global threat 

intelligence serves as the foundation for IBM Security Trusteer automated threat protection capabilities, 

and is used by IBM Security experts to help develop and deliver new protections for organizations like 

yours. 

At IBM, a research and development (R&D) team of security experts scrutinizes threat intelligence as it 

arrives from both Trusteer-protected endpoints, as well as underground cybercrime venues. IBM 

Security Trusteer solutions use this intelligence to deliver flexible protection layers that can be rapidly 

configured and updated by IBM R&D staff. As a result, as soon as new threats emerge or mutate, new 

countermeasures are automatically deployed back into Trusteer software without any intervention by 

bank security staff and without any noticeable impact to banking customers. 

If you have any questions, contact our Enterprise Support team at: 

enterprise.support@trusteer.ibm.com 

mailto:enterprise.support@trusteer.ibm.com

